









A Phenomenological Interpretation of  
Arendt’s Political Life:
To Revive Reality of Bios
Shiori OSHIYAMA
 The purpose of this paper is to elucidate that Arendt’s “polis” is a 
phenomenological place where human political life （bios） appears with reality 
（Wirklichkeit, Realität）. 
 The polis is a temporal relationship formed by people who start talking to 
each other. In the activity of storytelling and listening, people are able to 
mutually reveal their political life with reality to each other. The polis, as a 
place where emerge reality of political life, is called the “space of appearance”. 
Political life is composed by phenomenological actions that actualize the way of 
human existence, and is that underpins Arendt’s political philosophy.
 Initiating free and equal narration to each other, that is called action, 
allows the space of appearance to emerge with reality. When the action of 
storytelling and listening is interrupted by force, at same time, the space of 
appearance is hidden and lost. That causes to a critical situation of disappear 
of uniqueness, difference, and reality of human existence. In conclusion, this 
paper shows that initiating the actions each time can revive reality of human 
existence and political life.
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